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Outline of talk
• How to reform a developed system of secured 

transactions.   Two options:
• Identify problems and fix them in a piecemeal fashion
• Wholesale rethinking of system

• English law: developed over centuries
• Piecemeal reform so far.
• Some examples of why this has not worked well
• What is the alternative?



English secured transaction law
• Developed by case law over several centuries
• Principles largely drawn from use of land as 

security
• Two systems: law and equity
• System is complex : sources are disparate: difficult 

to penetrate for outsiders
• Registration systems introduced in response to 

particular policy imperatives
• Bills of Sale Acts (consumer protection)
• Registration of company charges (publicity about 

company’s assets)
• Not linked to other parts of secured transaction 

law, eg priorities



• Priorities governed by general personal 
property rules
• Nemo dat plus exceptions
• Different treatment of legal and equitable 

interests
• Dearle v Hall
• Small amounts of statutory intervention eg rules 

on tacking (for land, not clear whether they 
apply to personal property)



Reform of secured transaction law 
in England and Wales
• No lack of suggestions for systemic reform: repeatedly 

rejected or ignored
• History of piecemeal reform to deal with specific issues
• Difficulties with piecemeal reform

• Only addresses problems that immediately present 
themselves

• Fitting such reform into existing system
• Does not tackle complexity of existing system
• May create more problems than it solves
• Does not entail consideration of policy behind entire 

system, only specific policies



Examples of piecemeal reform 
in the UK
• Temporary reforms following Diamond report: 

never brought into force
• 2013 reforms to the registration system
• Change to the definition of 'possession' in 

FCARs.



1989 Companies Act
• Diamond Report

• Recommended wholesale PPSA reform
• Also recommended ‘temporary’ reforms dealing 

with particular problems
• Temporary reforms enacted in Companies Act 

1989
• Never brought into force because of difficulties 

with abolishing the conclusive certificate



Conclusive certificate
• Conclusive certificate was issued after Registrar had 

checked that particulars complied with charge 
document.

• 1989 Act would have abolished this and replace it with a 
certificate conclusive only as to date of registration of 
particulars.

• Land registry registered charges over land relying on 
conclusive certificate and which guaranteed title.

• Land Registry were concerned that if particulars were 
partially inaccurate the charge would be partially void 
and they would have to indemnify searchers



2013 reforms to registration
• Motivation:

• Widening scope of and rationalising list of 
registrable charges

• Enabling electronic registration
• Main provisions

• All charges registrable unless exempt
• Whole charge agreement registered
• Particulars also included in register
• Wholly electronic registration possible



2013 reforms: do they work?
• Overview:

• Scope of registration: still some uncertainties
• Problems caused by filing of whole 

agreement and interrelationship with the 
particulars

• Technical issues still not addressed
• Priority and notice issues not addressed



2013 reforms: do they work?
• Wider scope of registration

• To be welcomed
• Still issue about which security interests in 

financial collateral are exempt from registration 
(see later)

• Still only ‘true’ security interests



2013 reforms: do they work?
• New registration system: Filing of whole 

charge agreement 
• Confidential information has to be redacted: 

takes time and some expertise
• Difficulties where charge is small part of larger 

agreement
• Difficulties where charge is short-form and refers 

to other documents 



2013 reforms: do they work?
• Filing of charge agreement and particulars

• Certificate of filing very uninformative
• Description of charge in short form searches not 

clear
• Not clear what it definitive: particulars or charge 

agreement
• Searchers still bear risk of inaccuracy in particulars
• Often some information (eg negative pledge 

clause) not in charge agreement



2013 reforms: do they work?
• Technical issues not addressed

• 21 day invisibility period still remains
• Still need leave of the court for late registration
• Unregistered charge void against creditors but 

not purchasers



2013 reforms: do they work?
• Interrelationship with priority rules

• Original rules still remain 
• Notice still a major part of determining priority
• Constructive notice no clearer
• ‘workaround’ of priority agreements still largely 

required



Assessment of 2013 reforms
• ‘sticking plaster’ to deal with most egregious 

(and uncontentious) problems with the law
• No consideration of the underlying purpose of 

a registration scheme
• No consideration of how the registration 

scheme fits with the rest of the law, particularly 
priorities



Possession or control of 
financial collateral
• Overview:

• Introduced by FCD, and into UK law by 
FCARs

• Uncertainty from start
• Case said 'possession' could not apply to 

intangibles
• Lobbying by interest groups led to statutory 

redefinition of 'possession' to include 
securities

• BUT definition took little account of overall 
picture and so pleased no one. 



‘possession or control’ of financial 
collateral
• Directive 2002/47/EC of the European 

Parliament and of the Council of 6 June 2002, 
as amended by Directive 2009/44/EC of 6 May 
2009, art 2

• Enacted in the UK as Financial Collateral 
Arrangements (No 2) Regulations 2003 
(FCAR) SI 2003/3226, as amended in 2009 
and 2010



Security financial collateral 
arrangements
• Exempt from registration and some insolvency 

provisions
• Financial collateral is delivered, transferred, held, 

registered or otherwise designated so as to be in 
the possession or under the control of CT or a 
person acting on its behalf

• Any right of CP to substitute equivalent financial 
collateral or withdraw excess financial collateral 
shall not prevent the financial collateral being the 
in the possession or under the control of CT



Gray v GTP Group Limited [2010] 
EWHC 1772 (Ch) (Vos J)
• GTP (CT) supplied debit card services to Floors-To-Go Plc 

(CP), retailers of laminate flooring.
• Sums paid by customers using debit cards paid into bank 

account in name of CT.
• Agreement between CT and CP provided that CT held the 

sums in the bank account on trust for CP;
• Sums subject to a charge granted by CP to CT to secure 

obligations 
• CT obliged to pay sums to CP on demand  (without set-off or 

deduction) until one of several specified event  occurred at 
which point CT could deduct sums due to itself from money 
paid to CP

Charge not registered.   Held that registrable as floating charge 
UNLESS fell within FCAR



Gray : analysis of possession or 
control
• Charge held to be floating charge.   CP not 

prevented from disposing of or dealing with asset.
• Charge held not to fall within FCAR as not within 

the possession or control of CT.  
• Possession had no meaning in relation to intangibles 

[54]
• Control means ‘real legal control’ and this was not 

present despite the fact that the money was in a bank 
account in CT’s name and CT could, in practice but 
not in law, prevent CP from having and disposing of 
the money.



Why do we have the requirement of 
possession or control?
• Required to ensure ‘safety of parties to the arrangement and third 

parties (including avoiding risk of fraud)’ 
• Safety of third parties

• What other risk is there to third parties except lack of knowledge of 
security interest? (‘invisibility risk’)

• Does this mean that ‘dispossession’  is to provide evidence to third 
parties that there is a security interest?

• Safety of parties to arrangement
• What is the risk of fraud which can be prevented by ‘dispossession’?
• Seems to be risk which otherwise would be addressed by ‘formal acts’ 

such as execution of document in particular form, notification to public 
official etc.      Risk that CT will assert security interest which was not 
granted?   (‘fraudulent assertion risk’)

• To deal with these risks could argue that enough that the collateral is 
in an account in the name of the CT (ie no legal control required)



FCAR amendment in the light of 
Gray
• (2) For the purposes of these Regulations “possession” of 

financial collateral in the form of cash or financial instruments 
includes the case where financial collateral has been credited 
to an account in the name of the collateral-taker or a person 
acting on his behalf (whether or not the collateral-taker, or 
person acting on his behalf, has credited the financial 
collateral to an account in the name of the collateral-provider 
on his, or that person’s, books)

• provided that any rights the collateral-provider may have in 
relation to that financial collateral are limited to the right to 
substitute financial collateral of the same or greater value or to 
withdraw excess financial collateral.



Assessment of FCAR amendment
• Attempt to placate interest groups (FMLC/CLLS) but did not even do that as:
• The limits on the rights that the collateral provider can have are (a) too strict 

and (b) not clear.
• Too strict: 

• Rights such as voting rights not permitted
• Lehman: right to withdraw collateral covering exposure to third parties 

was not a right to withdraw excess collateral.
• Not clear: 

• what is meant by excess collateral?  
• Does it matter who has the power to value exposure or collateral?  

What is meant by 'exposure'?   
• Can parties agree on level of coverage?

• Introduced without wholesale consideration of reasons for requirement of 
‘dispossession’ or of purposes of FCD as a whole since still requires legal 
control.



Lessons from examples
• Some piecemeal reform does not work at all 

because of lack of fit with existing system 
(1989 Companies Act)

• Some only addresses some issues, and raises 
as many questions as it answers (2013 
reforms)

• Some is rushed in without real consideration of 
the issues and pleases no one.



Conclusion
• Piecemeal reform of secured transaction law 

not satisfactory
• Makes law even more complex and 

impenetrable to those unfamiliar with system
• Need to consider policies behind system
• Need to consider system as a whole 



Alternatives?
• Wholesale reform of secured transactions law
• Rethink of policy including financial collateral
• Do we have to start from scratch?
• No; have model of PPSAs/Model Law/Law 

Commission reports 


